
PENDANT 

CONTROLS
CUSTOM & STANDARD PENDANTS

SAVE UP TO 15%!

YOUR CHOICE OF TER 
PENDANTS, ANY MODEL

TER

CHARLIE & ALPHA SERIES

Charlie and Alpha offer a compact-
sized pendant station for auxiliary 
control.  Modern ergonomic 
designs, developed for installation 
and wiring in mind.



 Switches are assembled inside the 
pendant station without screws, 
with all the terminals facing the 
cable inlet and terminal screws in 
the opposite direction to facilitate 
ease of wiring.  Shared 
components between Charlie and 
Alpha mean fewer spares to stock

NPA SERIES

MIKE SERIES

The NPA series pendant station is the leader 
in versatility and rugged design.  Available 
with a choice of up to 12 buttons, 1, 2 or 3 
speed contacts, selector switches pilot lights 
and potentiometers.  IP65 rated enclosure is 
the standard both indoors or outdoors

Mike is the newest pendant offered by TER 
with a modern ergonomic shape.  With a 
mechanical life on switches of 10 million 
cycles , IP IP66 / IP67 / IP69K classification, 
and extreme temperature resistance of -40°C 
to +80°C, Mike is designed to last in the 
harshest environments


SPA SERIES

The SPA pendant is a rugged 2 column 
design with rubber bumper protection 
around each section.  A workhouse in use 
around the world in steel mills and heavy 
industry.  NEMA 12 rating with 1 or 2 speed 
contacts, selector switches and indicators

(888) 822 2024
www.ipandc.com

info@ipandc.com

ELECTRIFICATION

FESTOON CABLE SYSTEMS

MOTOR CONTROLS

PENDANT STATIONS

RADIO CONTROLS

CABLE CARRIERS

ROTARY LIMIT SWITCHES

POSITION LIMIT SWITCHES

LOAD MONITORING DEVICES

SLIP RINGS & CABLE REELS

We stock an extensive range of crane 
parts and feature thousands of 
products in our online store including 
conductor bar, festoon systems, 
overhead crane controls!
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PF02080440
8 Button SPA (6 x 2 
Speed) + Mushroom 
Stop + Reset Alarm

$940.85
$ 1106.85

$ 1,065.10

PF03080471
8 Button Mike Pendant 
Estop Reset and 6 x 1 
Speed

$1,011.85


PF39030002
Two Speed Charlie 
Pendant With E-Stop

$231.40
CA$ 272.25
WAS

NOW

F70BY12060000001
8 Button Mike Pendant 
Estop Reset and 6 x 1 
Speed

$1,004.50


$524.10

PF38040004
4 Button Alpha Pendant 
(4 x 1 Speed)

$497.90

WAS

NOW

NOW

NOW

NOW

WAS

$ 1,057.40
WAS

WAS
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